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from the experiences in these two countries will be discussed. 
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A. EU Energy Policy

• Policy objectives of EU
• “Influence energy production and consumption with the aim of safeguarding 

economic growth and the wellbeing of European citizens” 

• Energy policy objectives
• Secure the supply of energy at affordable prices

• Mitigate negative effects of energy use on the environment

• Internal Market
• Ensure the smooth functioning of an a single integrated energy market (= 

liberalization)



Policy Goals in Energy Supply



Energy & the EU

• Energy issues have a very crucial place in international politics 
today.

• Increasing energy demand causes competition and conflict among 
the world states.

• Until 2040 energy demand is expected to increase by another 33-
48%.



Energy & the EU

• Energy supply is intrinsically related with environmental issues such 
as soil and marine pollution and climate change.

• Depletion of conventional energy sources forces the world states 
to search for clean, non-polluting and renewable energy (hydro, 
wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, etc.).



Energy & the EU

• History of the EU integration is rooted in energy issues. 

• The Treaty of Paris (formally the Treaty establishing the European 
Coal and Steel Community) was signed on 18 April 1951 between 
France, West Germany, Italy and the three Benelux countries 
(Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands), establishing the 
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) marks the beginning 
of the EU.

• Common management for coal and steel industries. 



Energy & the EU

• Energy policies were made at the nation state level.

• There is a growing awareness that energy challenges can be better 
met at the EU level than nation state.



The Current Position of the EU – The Lisbon Treaty (2009)

• EU towards 20% greenhouse gas emission reduction by 2020 
(reached by 2014)

• European Union GDP grew by more than 40% during same period



EU 2020 Targets for Climate and Energy (20&20&20 by 2020)

• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% compared to 1990 as a 
first step (30% in case it is possible)

• Increase the share of renewable energy to 20% by 2020.

• Improve the energy efficiency by 20% by 2020. 



Energy & the EU – Gross Inland Consumption, EU-28, 1990-2015

• Fossil fuels represent 
three quarters of the 
EU energy mix (2015)

• Oil 34%

• Gas 23%

• Coal 16%

• Nuclear 14%

• RES 13%



Energy and the EU – Final Energy Consumption, 1990-2015 (mtoe)

• Largest energy 
consumers in the EU:

• Germany 19.6%

• France 13.3%

• UK 12.1%

• Italy 10.7%

• Spain 7.4%

(Turkey close to Spain)



EU Energy Roadmap 2050 & Decarbonization

• The most recent goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% 
below 1990 levels by 2050.

• Four main routes analysed: (1) energy efficiency, (2) renewable energy, 
(3) nuclear energy, and (4) carbon capture and storage

• The Energy roadmap 2050 concludes:
• Decarbonising the energy system is technically and economically feasible. 
• Increasing the share of renewable energy and using energy more efficiently are 

crucial, irrespective of the particular energy mix chosen.
• Early infrastructure investments cost less; immediately replacing it with low-

carbon alternatives can avoid more costly changes in the future. 
• With a common EU energy market, energy can be produced where it is cheapest 

and delivered to where it is needed, at lowest cost. 



Reaching the Roadmap 2050 GHG emission targets in the EU



Energy Planning in the EU; in a nutshell

• EU Reference Scenario (e.g. PRIMES) is among EU's key analysis 
tools for energy, transport and climate action. 

• Capability: to analyse long-term economic, energy, climate and 
transport outlook based on current policy framework. 

• Purpose: to provide a benchmark against which new policy 
proposals can be assessed. 

• Stakeholder inclusion: National experts from all EU countries 
actively participate in its preparation.
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Sankey Turkey



Sankey Spain



Sankey Germany



Energy Balance Summary – EU 



Energy Balance Summary – Turkey 



Energy Balance Summary – Spain 



Energy Balance Summary – Germany



A Global Comparison of Energy Resources
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Energy Planning in Spain

• As in all EU Member States, Spain prepares on a regular bases two 
planning documents:

• NREAP 2011-2020 was prepared in June 2010 following Directive 
2009/28/EC (done once so far)

• The 4th NEEAP 2017-2020 was prepared in May 2017 following 
Article 24(2) of Directive 2012/27/EU (done every 3-4 years, first one 
in 2007)

• Energy Efficiency yearly report (required for Eurostat data), in 2018 
data for 2016 has been reported upon (done yearly since 2013)



Energy Planning in Spain

• Energy planning in Spain is driven by reporting requirements of the 
EU and the national situation of fossil – RES. 

• Both processes EU level planning and national level planning need 
to be harmonized.



Need for Long-term Planning

• The Spanish government should prepare an integrated long-term energy 
strategy, with a particular focus on energy demand and energy efficiency. 

• For its energy scenarios, the government should also collect more 
disaggregated end-use data. 

• The government is now preparing new infrastructure planning for 2015-20. 

• The plans for 2008-16 were based on projections for economic growth and 
related energy consumption that were far too optimistic. 

• As infrastructure planning remains an essential part of Spain’s energy policy, it 
would be useful to thoroughly analyse what could have been done and should 
be done better. 

• The questions could include how to improve the accuracy of the modelling 
and the assumptions underlying energy infrastructure planning, and how the 
planning should be monitored and, if needed, revised. 



Key Recommendation for Energy Planning in Spain by IEA (2015)

The government of Spain should: 

• Develop, in light of the EU 2030 targets, a long-term energy strategy covering 
all sectors, including energy demand, in close consultation with all 
stakeholders. 

• Maintain a strong long-term commitment both to balancing the costs and 
revenues in the electricity and natural gas systems and to the principles of 
transparency, predictability, and certainty when regularly revising the 
parameters for remuneration in these systems. 

• Reform energy taxation and introduce revenue-neutral fiscal incentives to 
encourage GHG reductions and energy efficiency improvements. 
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Key Institutional Set-up

• Minetur: Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism – main responsible unit for energy policy formulations, 

• Via the State Secretariat for Energy, which also has the mandate to propose policies and measures for 
energy saving and efficiency, but also energy prices, promotion of RES and measures to ensure energy 
supply. 

• IDEA: Institute for Diversification and Saving of Energy – does activities to increase public knowledge and 
awareness, provides technical advice, finances projects of technology innovation with potential for 
replication.

• IDAE manages energy efficiency programmes and projects to help Spain meet its 2020 energy efficiency target
• IDAE also collects data on energy efficiency developments in Spain. 

• As energy efficiency policies and measures are often implemented at the regional and municipal levels, 
Minetur and IDAE typically develop these policies and measures in co-ordination with the autonomous 
communities

• CIEMAT: Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas) is a public research 
body assigned to the Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities under the General Secretariat for 
Scientific Policy Coordination, focusing on energy & environment and their technologies.



Key Institutions for Energy Planning in Spain

• Red Electrica De Espaňa SA – Grid Planning and Development

• APPA – Spanish Renewable Energies Association 

• EnerAgen – Association of Spanish Agencies for Energy 
Management

• Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO) – State 
Secretariat for Research, Development and Innovation

• Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism (MITYC)



Key Institutions for Energy Planning in Spain

• Spanish Foundation for Science & 
Technology (FECYT)

• Centre for Energy, Environment & 
Technological Research (CIEMAT)

• National Renewable Energy Centre 
(CENER)

• Energy City Foundation (CIUDEN)

• Centre for Industrial Technological 
Development (CDTI)

• Agency for Innovation and 
Development (IDEA)



RES Targets in Spain

• Related to the 20% RES EU target Spain is close to the average with 
a target of reaching 20.8% RES in final consumption by 2020.

• In addition, close to the 10% EU target, Spain has a target of 11.3% 
share of RES in transport sector.

• Target is 38.1% in electricity generation.

• Wind energy has developed early, reaching 23 GW by 2016.

• CSP reached 2,250 MW at December 2014 (highest worldwide), in 
the four available technologies: tower, enclosed-parabolic trough, 
Fresnel and dishes. 73% of the projects undertaken worldwide are 
carried out by Spanish companies. 



Electricity Mix

Fig 1: Gross Electricity Production 2016 (RE : 38,5% in 2016).

• In Spain, a country with no 
hydrocarbon deposits, the 
contribution from renewable 
energies to the electric generation 
mix has already reached close on 
40%.



Final Energy Consumption

• Spain is also on track to 
meet its target of 20% 
renewable energy by 
2020:



Installed Wind Capacity in Spain

• Spain is the second-placed 
country in Europe in terms 
of wind power generation 
and the fourth worldwide in 
terms of installed power: 
23.047 MW at the end of 
2016.



CECRE – Control Centre of Renewable Energies

• Iberian peninsula has only low interconnection capacity (in the 
north with Spain

• This led to the requirement to closely monitor RES generation

• CECRE is the first national control center in the world dedicated to 
monitor and control RES, 

• CECRE has been a key factor to maximize RES integration whilst 
assuring the overall security of the electrical system.



Support Scheme for RES in Spain

• The initial generous FIT system in 
Spain led to a high growth until 
2009.

• Due to economic recession this 
policy had to be aborted which 
slowed down the investments.

• The recent developments of 
falling prices in both wind and 
solar equipment has made it 
profitable again to invest in these 
technologies, without FIT.

• As of 2016 a new tendering 
system has been created for new 
RES capacity. 

• A Total capacity of 500 MW was 
tendered in 2016. The winner 
offered a 100% discount, which 
means that wind farm 
investments cost have reached 
market parity. 

• These Auctions continue with a 
Capacity of 3000 MW in 2017 by 
competitive tendering for 
different RE technologies.



Example El Hierro Spanish Island (Canarias)– reaching 100% RES

• El Hierro is a global benchmark for energy self-sufficiency and 
sustainability

• There is a wind-hydro system that covers nearly all of the island’s 
power demand with 100% RES

• Excess wind energy is stored with hydro pumped storage and 
converting into hydro power when wind is insufficient to meet 
demand. 

• There are multiple benefits: energy-related benefits, but also 
environmental, economic, and social.

• It is a showcase for how a 100% RES world would look like. 



Models Used in Energy Planning in Spain

• TIMES model, tool developed by IEA, application to Spain by 
CIEMAT

• MED-pro, in use by IDEA for modelling energy demand in Spain



Spain plans switch to 100% renewable electricity by 2050 :

• Recent legislation package has set a long term energy planning 
target for Spain: 100% RES-e by 2050

• Ambitious scheme also aims to fully decarbonise country’s 
economy shortly after

• To do this, the country’s social democratic government is 
committing to installing at least 3,000MW of wind and solar power 
capacity every year in the next 10 years ahead.

• Energy efficiency will also be improved by 35% within 11 years, and 
government and public sector authorities will be able to lease only 
buildings that have almost zero energy consumption.



Steps Needed to Reach 2050 80% GHG Reduction Target

• Spain's emissions totaled 322 MtCO2 equivalent in 2013

• Substitute current energy carriers for others with lower emissions

• Increasing electric vehicle penetration from 0% to almost 100% by 
2050

• Moving 40-60% of transport to electric railways

• Increase electric use among residential consumption 

• To power all electric needs with RES

• Increase EE to reduce energy intensity

• The bill would be 330-385 billion Euros between 2016-2050



Benefits from a Transition to Zero Carbon by 2050

• Less dependence on oil product imports (in 2013: 34 billion Euros).

• Lower electricity prices (from EUR 120/MWh today to EUR 65-
75/MWh in 2050) – because despite the need to recoup major 
investments, these costs will be offset by an increase in demand.

• Greater energy efficiency (electrification reduces the country's 
total energy consumption).



Conclusions on Spain

• Spain is one of the forerunners in promoting development of RES 

• This has social and environmental benefits and lowers energy 
dependence. 

• Socio-economic benefits are employment and business 
opportunities, both inside and outside Spain 

• Spanish companies and technologies occupy a leading position in 
the world.
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Energy Planning in Germany

• As in all EU Member States, Germany prepares on a regular bases 
two planning documents:

• NREAP 2010-2020 was prepared in June 2010 following Directive 
2009/28/EC (done once so far)

• The 4th NEEAP 2017 was prepared in March 2017 following Directive 
2012/27/EU (done every 3-4 years, first one in 2007)

• Energy Efficiency yearly report (required for Eurostat data), in 2018 
data for 2016 has been reported upon (done yearly since 2013)



Planning in Germany

• In Germany, planning occurs within a decentralized decision-making 
structure and a strong legal framework, something associated with the 
Basic Law (Grundgesetz) of 1949 (Newman and Thornley, 1996)

• The primary actors involved in the process are the Federal government 
(Bund), 

• the 16 State governments (Laender), 

• 114 planning regions, and 

• the approximately 14,000 municipalities (BBR 2000). 

• In recent years, the EU has also played an increasing (albeit non-binding) 
role. 



Multi-tiered planning system

• Although planning is a shared task among all levels of 
government, the Federal Government does not create 
or implement plans, but rather sets the overall 
framework and policy structure to ensure basic 
consistency for 

• state, 

• regional and 

• local planning, 

• while 
• states, 

• regions and 

• municipalities 

• are the actual planning bodies 



Energy Transition in Germany – die Energiewende

• Key word for energy planning in Germany is “Energiewende” or energy 
transition

• Germany's energy transition is mainly motivated by their decision to 
abandon and replace nuclear power by 2022. 

• This is again due to the 2011 Fukushima accident in Japan.

• Germany can be credited for its vision and ambitious targets in taking 
the country on a new path.

• However, implementation remains patchy and the vision has not 
translated into tangible results yet.

• Energiewende is bottom-up driven by population, where regulator has 
set ground rules in feed-in-tariffs, grid priority, one-stop-shop, etc.



Germany’s RES Targets until 2050

Germany's targets include:

• cutting GHG emissions by 40% 
by 2020 and up to 95% in 2050, 
compared to 1990 levels;

• increasing the share of 
renewables in (gross final) 
energy consumption to 60% by 
2050;

• increasing the share of RES in 
(gross) power consumption to 
minimum of 80% by 2050.

GHG emission reduction targets 
by 2030 (wrt 1990 levels):

• Energy sector 61-62%

• Building sector 66-67%

• Transport 40-42%

• Industry 49-51%

• Agriculture 31-34%



Challenges in the Energy Transition

• Being single first mover, has the disadvantage of unknown 
outcomes, as there is no prior experience.

• Germany could become a key player in leading climate action not 
only in Europe but globally. 

• However, for that to happen they need to provide a credible and 
attractive model for others.

• They need to proof that the transition can be done cost-effectively 
and also demonstrate significant economic, societal and 
environmental benefits.



Germany’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions (1990-2030)



Five Reasons for die Energiewende

• Development of new technologies as new sources of 
growth and employment

• Reduce dependency on energy imports
• Reduce carbon emissions and reach climate protection 

targets
• Phase-out nuclear power generation
• Energy policy can be both sustainable and economically 

successful

Climate protection is a strong driver for the Energiewende
complemented by strong economic and social drivers for 

change.



Energiewende Targets until 2050

• The energy transition follows a transparent, long-term strategy 
with specific targets.

Climate

Renewable 

Energies

Energy 

Efficiency

% final energy 

consumption

% gross electricity 

consumption

% primary energy 

consumption (vs. 2008)

final energy productivity

building renovation
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reduction (vs. 1990)

2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2050
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doubling of renovation rate: 1% → 2%

-40
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The German Experience

• The two pillars of the Energiewende: EE and RES

Renewable Energy

• Steady growth

• Environmentally compatible

Market and system 

integration

Energy research and 

development

Supporting fields of action

European energy and 

climate policy

• Reduce energy consumption

• Cost-efficient

Energy Efficiency

Key legislation:

Energy Saving Ordinance 

(EnEV)

Heating Cost Ordinance

Key legislation:

Renewable Energy Sources Act 

(EEG)

Renewable Energy Heat Act



Energy Consumption in 2016 in Germany

Source: AG Energiebilanzen e.V. 

Oil
Renewables

Other incl. exchange
balance

Nuclear

Lignite

Hard coal

Natural gas

0.4 (0.4) %

12.6 (12.4) %

6.9 (7.6) %

11.4 (11.8) %

12.2 (12.9) %

34.0 (34.0) %

22.6 (20.9) %



RES generation reached 29% by FEB 2017 :



Total installed capacity: 41.262 GW

• 1.58 million installed PV-
systems

• 5.9% share in generation of 
electricity 2016

• 2016: 1.5 GW new installed 
capacity 

• 24 million tons of prevented 
GHG-emissions in 2016

Solar PV in 2016

Source: Stromvergleich.com



Germany Highest Solar PV per Capita in the World



Success Factors and Trends in the Germany Solar Market



Example of Models Use in Energy Planning in Germany

Energy System Models at Fraunhofer ISE

• REMod-D – Energy system model with focus on intersectoral System 
Development

• ENTIGRIS – Power System model for expansion planning and unit-
commitment

• E2S – Investment Decision Model for new technologies

• ENTIGRIS – Region: System Development & Market Integration Power

• DISTRICT – System Development & Market Integration Heat & Power

• ENTIGRIS – Unit: Market Integration & Trading



RES Market in Germany

Basic principles of EEG (Renewable Energy Act)
Promote Renewable Energy Sources

• Feed-in tariffs depending on renewable source and capacity

• Priority feed-in and grid connection rights for renewable energy

• Reallocation of system costs managed by the transmission system 
operators using the “EEG surcharge” (EEG-Umlage) for electricity 
consumers (2017= 68 €/MWh)

• Competitive bidding processes (auctions; 2017) to determine the 
financial support for new freestanding photovoltaic (PV) 
installations and roof-top installations (EEG 2017) from >750 kW



Key Stakeholders in Germany’s Energiewende

• Federal German government

• Federal legislative (Bundestag 
& Bundesrat)

• The federal states

• Local governments

• Federal agencies and 
government advisory bodies

• European Union

• Political parties

• The energy industry

• The renewables industry

• Other industry

• Trade unions

• Environmental groups

• The media

• Research and Science

• Citizens



Key Players by Name

• WBGU – German Advisory 
Counsel on Global Change

• Federal government -
government strategy “wirksam
regieren” (citizen-centred
government)

• Federal Association of Energy 
and Water Management 
(BDEW)

• Federal Association for 
Renewable Energies (BEE), 
consists of 24 trade 
associations, such as 
Federation of Solar Energy

• Federal Network Agency –
Bundesnetzagentur (BnetzA)



Key Relevant Research Institutes

• German Institute for Economic 
Development (DIW Berlin), 

• the German Centre for 
Aerospace (DLR)

• Fraunhofer Society for the 
Advancement of Applied 
Research

• The Helmholtz Association of 
German Research Centers

• Agency for Renewable 
Resources (FNR)



Stakeholder Mapping

High power Low power
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• Nuclear industry / energy supply companies (RWE, E.ON, 

Vattenfall, EnBW)
• Transmission network operators (50Hertz, Amprion, TenneT, 

TransnetBW)
• Utilities
• Industry associations (Federal Association of Energy and Water 

Management -BDEW, Federal Association of Industry – BDI, 
Federal Association of Renewable Energies -BEE, Association of 
Municipal Enterprises–VKU)

• Research networks (Renewable Energies Research Network –
FVEE)

• Scientific institutions (German Institute for Economic 
Development – DIW, Helmholtz Association of German Research 
Centers, Max Planck Society)

• Farmers (German Farmers 
Association – DBV)

• NGOs (Greenpeace, 
• Naturschutzbund Deutschland
• – NABU, World Wide Fund for 

Nature – WWF)
• Think Tanks (Agora 

Energiewende)

Lo
w
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st • Labour organisations (German Trade Union Confederation –DGB)



Network Development Plan – NEP 

• The scenarios (expected changes over the next 10 to 20 years)

• Consultation of the scenarios (submission of a scenario at the Federal Network 
Agency - Consultation of the public and downstream network operators -
Authorization of the scenario by the Federal Network Agency)

• First draft of a NEP

• Consultation of the first draft of the NEP (handover of the draft to the Federal 
Network Agency) Public consultation of the draft. Public participation in the dialogue 
on network expansion.

• Revision of the first NEP draft

• Review of the second NEP draft (including strategic environmental assessment -
summary in an environmental report)

• Consultation of the final NEP draft

• Confirmation of the NEP by the Federal Network Agency (which is submitted to the 
Federal Government as a draft to the Federal Network, which then decides on the 
federal requirement plan, thus establishing the necessity and requirements of the 
measures)



There are three platforms driving the energiewende :

• Federal Ministry of Environment (BMU) initiated the Renewable 
Energies Platform in cooperation with the Ministry of Economic affairs 
and Energy (BMWi).

• Federal Ministry of Economics set up the Power Plant Forum 
(Kraftwerksforum), in which the federal, state, energy and 
environmental associations exchanged key energy questions relevant to 
electricity generation. 

• Future-oriented Energy Networks Platform. It usually meets every six 
months and is supported and prepared by nine working groups. The 
platform also receives important impetus from politics, science and 
society through an advisory council. The office of this platform is located 
at the BMWi.
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Sources

• http://www.idae.es/articulos/renewable-energies-spain

• https://www.eifer.kit.edu/

• https://www.dena.de/en/home/

• https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Greenhouse_gas_emission_statistics

• https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Consumption_of_energy

• https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-
union/2050-energy-strategy

• https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union



Sources

• https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/renewable-energy/national-
action-plans

• https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-
efficiency-directive/national-energy-efficiency-action-plans

• https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/IDR_Spai
n2015.pdf

• https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/13/spain-plans-
switch-100-renewable-electricity-2050

• https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/es/Documents/estrate
gia/Deloitte_ES_Estrategia_Modelo-Energetico-Informe-Ingles.pdf

• https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/energy/data/energy-balances



Sources – Detailed Energy Balance Data on EU MS Including Turkey

Energy database

• http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/energy/data/database

Complete energy balances in the MS Excel format for all years (1990-2016)

• http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/energy/data/energy-balances

Sankey diagrams (Energy flow diagrams)

• http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/sankey/sankey.html

Shedding light on energy in the EU (Digital publication on energy)

• http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/energy/

Statistics Explained articles – Energy

• http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Category:Energy



Key Contacts in Spain

• https://www.ree.es/en

• https://www.appa.es/

• https://setis.ec.europa.eu/energy-research/country/spain

• http://www.eneragen.org/en/members/

• http://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/?lang_choosen=en

• https://www.mincotur.gob.es/en-US/Paginas/index.aspx

• https://www.fecyt.es/en

• http://www.ciemat.es/portal.do

• http://www.cener.com/en/?noredirect=en_US

• http://www.ciuden.es/index.php/en/

• http://www.cdti.es/index.asp?idioma=2&r=1536*864

• http://www.agenciaidea.es/web/eng



Sources

• https://www.ahkungarn.hu/fileadmin/AHK_Ungarn/Fotos/Veranstal
tungen/2017/2017-06/2017-05-20-
22_Solarenergie/Camila_Vargas.pptx

• https://www.ahkungarn.hu//fileadmin/AHK_Ungarn/Fotos/Veransta
ltungen/2017/2017-06/2017-05-20-22_Solarenergie/Dr._Krauter.pdf

• https://www.ahkungarn.hu/fileadmin/AHK_Ungarn/Fotos/Veranstal
tungen/2017/2017-06/2017-05-20-22_Solarenergie/Knaack.pdf

• https://courses.cit.cornell.edu/sjs96/Schmidt_cornell_IPS.pdf



Sources

• Klaus R. Kunzmann (2001) State Planning: A German Success 
Story?, International Planning Studies, 6:2, 153-166, DOI: 
10.1080/13563470125630

• http://aei.pitt.edu/91830/1/pub_7997_germanyenergytransition.pdf

• https://www.topsectorenergie.nl/sites/default/files/uploads/Systee
mintegratie/ICET%20Country%20Study%20Germany.pdf



Key Contacts in Germany

• https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/key-stakeholders-
germanys-energiewende

• https://www.bmu.de/en/

• https://www.wbgu.de/en/

• https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/issues/wirksam-regieren-
with-citizens-for-citizens

• https://www.bdew.de/

• https://www.bee-ev.de/english/

• https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/EN/



Key Energy Research Institutes in Germany 

• https://setis.ec.europa.eu/energy-research/country/germany

• https://www.helmholtz.de/en/

• https://international.fnr.de/

• https://www.fraunhofer.de/en.html

• https://www.dlr.de/dlr/en

• https://www.diw.de/en


